Background The progress to achieve the fourth Millennium Development Goal in reducing mortality rate in children younger than 5 years since 1990 has been remarkable. However, work remains to be done in the Sustainable Development Goal era. Estimates of under-5 mortality rates at the national level can hide disparities within countries. We assessed disparities in under-5 mortality rates by household economic status in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs).
Introduction
Since 1990, the world has made substantial progress in reducing child mortality. However, continued efforts are needed to ensure further progress and reduce the disparity in child survival across populations. Globally, under-5 mortality rate (the probability of a child dying before age 5 years) reduced by more than 50% in 1990-2016, with significant acceleration in reduction since 2000. 1 Despite the encouraging advancement in the reduction of child mortality, progress has been uneven across and within countries. 2 The fourth Millennium Development Goal (MDG), 3 which was to reduce the under-5 mortality rate by two-thirds between 1990 and 2015, was not achieved in most countries. 4 Too many children still face very low odds of surviving their first 5 years of life. To continue past efforts to reduce child mortality and complete the unfinished MDG agenda to improve child survival, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) call for an end to preventable deaths of newborns and children by 2030, with all countries aiming to reduce neonatal mortality rates to at least 12 deaths per 1000 livebirths and under-5 mortality rates to at least 25 deaths per 1000 livebirths. Moreover, the SDGs call for disaggregation of reliable data by multiple dimensions including income. 5 It is important to better understand who and where the most dis advantaged and vulnerable children are at the beginning of the SDG era. The trends in such disparities across countries over time can assist in the understanding of how the benefits of development reach different segments of the population.
Monitoring of under-5 mortality rate by household economic status is challenging. Countries with good vital registration do not combine mortality data with registrybased economic data, and countries that rely on surveys for mortality estimates usually do not combine mortality surveys with in-depth socioeconomic surveys, such as household income and expenditure surveys. Estimates of under-5 mortality rates by household economic strata, or disparities in under-5 mortality rates between rich and poor households, have been published previously for either one country [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] or multiple countries. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Before this study, the Health Equity Monitor by WHO provided the most comprehensive information on under-5 mortality rate by household wealth quintile for country-years with available data from Demographic and Health Surveys and Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys, including 71 countries. 18 However, no studies provided time trends covering 1990-2016 or included all low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs).
In this study, we estimated levels and trends in under-5 mortality rate by wealth quintile (a measure of household economic status) for 137 LMICs from 1990 to 2016. In our model, the association between ratios among quintilespecific and national-level under-5 mortality rate was assessed by use of all available survey data and was modelled with a flexible splines regression model. We used the national-level estimates of under-5 mortality rate to construct quintile-specific mortality rate for all country-years, including those where such data are unavailable. We identified regions and countries with the largest and smallest absolute and relative disparities in under-5 mortality rate.
Methods

Data
The quintile-specific under-5 mortality rate refers to the probability of children aged under 5 years, born in households of a specific wealth quintile, to die before reaching 5 years. The data used in our systematic assessment are observed under-5 mortality rates by wealth quintile from Demographic and Health Surveys and Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys done between 1990 and 2016 in 99 LMICs (figure 1, appendix p 13). In August, 2017, the database contained information from 319 surveys, with one to nine available surveys per country (appendix pp 41-52).
Research in context
Evidence before this study Data for mortality in children aged under 5 years by household economic status are available from surveys and censuses. Previous studies provided disparity analyses of under-5 mortality rates by household economic status for a subset of low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs) for selected periods between 1990 and 2016. Previous analyses on levels and trends in under-5 mortality rates by economic status mainly relied on direct reporting of the survey and census results.
Added value of this study
We estimated under-5 mortality rate by household economic status for all LMICs (excluding China) from 1990 to 2016. To our knowledge, this work covers the widest range of countries among all disparity-related studies of under-5 mortality rate by household economic groups. By contrast with most other studies in which the number of household members in each quintile is the same, we constructed wealth quintiles with equal numbers of births to increase the sample size of births in the richest quintile. This study is the first study to model the association between the ratio of the poorest to richest under-5 mortality rates and the national-level under-5 mortality rate, and to estimate the under-5 mortality rates for all wealth quintile groups. Based on the estimated association, increases in relative disparity are projected to coincide with mortality rate reductions in high-mortality countries. Our study showed that for all LMICs (excluding China) combined, the absolute difference in under-5 mortality rates between the poorest and richest households decreased significantly by 38·8 (90% uncertainty interval [UI] 32·9-43·8) deaths per 1000 livebirths between 1990 and 2016. However, on the relative scale, no significant changes occurred during this period. In 2016, a child born in the poorest quintile faced twice (2·06 [90% UI 1·92-2·20]) the risk of dying before age 5 years compared with a child born in the richest quintile.
Implications of all the available evidence
Although the poorest subpopulations in LMICs (excluding China) have been making substantial progress in reducing under-5 mortality rate, even more so than their richest counterparts in terms of absolute reductions, they are not catching up on a relative scale and remain at a disadvantage in most LMICs. Information on disparities in child survival at the country level should form the basis of targeted interventions to reduce the high mortality burden in the poorest subpopulations.
See Online for appendix For more on Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys see http://mics.
unicef.org/tools
Demographic and Health Surveys and Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys use a wealth index (ie, the asset index) composed of a set of variables asked in household questionnaires that describe household assets and utility services. 23 The wealth index is used as a proxy for household welfare. The variables constituting the wealth index vary across surveys, reflecting different conditions in different countries as well as technological advances. The wealth index for a survey is constructed by use of a principal component analysis of the wealth-related variables available for that survey; the index is given by the object scores for the first principal component. Typically, the quintiles are constructed so that each quintile contains 20% of the population of individuals. Under this approach, the number of births in the poorest households tends to be higher than in the wealthier quintiles because fertility is usually higher among women in poor households. In our study, division into quintiles was based on the product of the sampling weight and number of births to include equal numbers of births in each quintile.
These two survey programs also collect retrospective information on child mortality through use of birth histories. For surveys that included full birth histories, which collect detailed information on each child including date of birth and age at death, we calculated quintile-specific under-5 mortality rate in the 5 years before the survey, as opposed to a longer retrospective period, to reduce the effect of household wealth changing over time and potential recall bias. For surveys that collected summary birth histories, which only gather information on the number of children ever born and the number of children who died or still survive, an indirect method based on time since first birth was used to estimate under-5 mortality rate for each quintile. 24 Mortality is calculated on the basis of births and deaths that occurred to mothers who had their first birth 5-9 years before the time of the survey.
Statistical analysis
We developed a statistical model to estimate levels and trends in under-5 mortality rate by wealth quintile over time. The model took, as an input, the ratio of quintilespecific under-5 mortality rate to the national-level under-5 mortality rate from empirical data, and the estimates of national-level under-5 mortality rate (for all quintiles combined) produced by the UN Inter-agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation (IGME) in 2017. 1 The model produced disaggregated estimates of under-5 mortality rate by the five wealth quintiles. Details on the model specification, implementation, and validation are presented in the appendix (pp 3-9).
In our model, under-5 mortality rate for the first, second, fourth, and fifth quintiles were modelled relative to the under-5 mortality rate for the third quintile and referred to as third quintile-disparity ratios (with the third quintile serving as the reference point). This approach was used to exchange information within countries over time and across countries on the expected third quintile-disparity ratios, and to incorporate the constraint that the sum of quintile-specific under-5 deaths is equal to the total number of under-5 deaths. National-level under-5 mortality rate (excluding crisisrelated deaths) was used to predict the expected third quintile-disparity ratios on the basis of an expected (and empirically observed) association between the ratios and national-level under-5 mortality rate, by use of a flexible (penalised B-splines) regression model. The splines were used to capture the potentially non-linear association between the expected third quintile-disparity ratios and the national-level under-5 mortality rate (appendix pp [4] [5] . The final country-specific third quintile-disparity ratios were modelled as the product of the expected ratios (based on the national-level under-5 mortality rate in the country-year) and a country-year-specific multiplier. The multiplier represents the deviation of the actual countryspecific ratio away from its expected level, as indicated by country-specific data. The country-year-specific levels of the multiplier were assumed to fluctuate around 1 (appendix p 3). The multiplier was modelled on the logscale by a time series model of a first order autoregressive process (ie, AR [1] ) structure, with quintile-specific autoregressive parameters and global distortion variance. We simultaneously estimated the expected third quintiledisparity ratios and final country-specific ratios. We used the observed ratio of the quintile-specific under-5 mortality rate to the national-level under-5 mortality rate as data input for model fitting to reduce the effect of level biases in under-5 mortality rate data. 25 The data quality model incorporated sampling variance that considers survey design.
We used a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm to generate samples from the posterior distribution of the parameters. 26 This approach produced a set of trajectories of third quintile-disparity ratios or, equivalently, ratios of quintile-specific to national-level under-5 mortality rate for each country. Estimates of the final third quintile-disparity ratios were combined with estimates of national-level under-5 mortality rate to obtain country-year, quintilespecific, under-5 mortality rate, accounting for the uncertainty in the national-level under-5 mortality rate. 1 Estimates for countries without data followed from the model and its parameter estimates and were based on the expected third quintile-disparity ratios (determined by the national-level under-5 mortality rate for that country), the uncertainty in country-specific deviations based on simulations of the country-year-specific multiplier (that captured the variability unexplained by the expected third quintile-disparity ratios), and the uncertainty in nationallevel under-5 mortality rate. The quintile-specific under-5 mortality rate and corresponding deaths were adjusted to account for crisis-related under-5 deaths.
1 Aggregated estimates of under-5 mortality rate by quintile were derived through application of the proportions of quintile-specific under-5 deaths within a region to the aggregated UN IGME under-5 mortality rate in a region. 1 We constructed aggregated results for all LMICs (excluding China) using the World Bank income group classification (appendix p 13). 27 We computed 90% uncertainty intervals (UIs) for all indicators of interest using the fifth and 95th percentiles of the posterior distributions (90% UIs are the standard First quintile (poorest)
Ratio of first to fifth quintile mortality rate choice in UN IGME reporting as opposed to the standard 95% intervals given the inherent uncertainty in child mortality related outcomes).
Model performance was assessed through use of an outof-sample validation (appendix pp 9-10). Validation results suggested that our model was reasonably well calibrated, with generally conservative UIs (ie, wider than expected). The Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling algorithm was implemented by use of JAGS 4.0.1 Open Source software, 28 and the analysis was done in R version 3.2.2. Software programs and data are available from the authors.
Equity analyses
We assessed the household economic disparities in under-5 mortality rate on the absolute and relative scales at the national, regional, and aggregated levels of 137 LMICs. Because absolute and relative measures can lead to different conclusions about the size of and changes in disparities, assessment of absolute and relative measures is important to present a complete picture in disparity. 29 We calculated two absolute indicators of inequality: the difference between under-5 mortality rate in the poorest (first) and richest (fifth) quintiles, and the slope index of inequality, which captures inequity across all five quintile groups. The slope index is the slope of regression of quintile-specific under-5 mortality rate on its cumulative proportion of livebirths up to the midpoint of each quintile from the poorest to the richest. 13, 30 This index represents the change in quintile-specific under-5 mortality rate (deaths per 1000 livebirths) when the economic status of birth increases from the poorest to the richest. 31 We also calculated two relative inequality indicators: the ratio of the under-5 mortality rate in the poorest quintile to the richest quintile, and the concentration index. The concentration index captures the inequality across all quintiles and is calculated as twice the area between the mortality concentration curve (the cumulative proportion of under-5 deaths against the cumulative proportion of livebirths, beginning with the poorest quintile) and the diagonal. 13 The concentration index is expressed in a scale ranging from -100 to 100; a value of 0 represents perfect equality, whereas a value equal to 100 or -100 indicates that only the richest or the poorest households bear the burden of under-5 mortality rate.
Role of the funding source
The sponsors of the study had no role in the study design, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report. The corresponding author had full access to all data in the study and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.
Results
For all 137 LMICs (excluding China) combined, in 2016 the under-5 mortality rate was 64·6 (90% UI 61·1 to 70·1) deaths per 1000 livebirths in the poorest quintile, 31·3 (29·5 to 34·2) in the richest quintile, and in between those outcomes in the middle quintiles (table 1, figure 2) . The under-5 mortality rate decreased significantly in all quintiles between 1990 and 2016, with greater point estimates of average yearly absolute and percentage declines observed in 2000-16 than in 1990-2000. The largest absolute declines in under-5 mortality rate between 1990 and 2016 occurred in the two poorest quintiles with 77·6 (90% UI 71·2 to 82·6) deaths per 1000 livebirths in the first quintile and 77·9 (72·0 to 82·2) in the second quintile. The corresponding percentage declines between 1990 and 2016 were 54·6% (50·6 to 57·3) in the first quintile and 57·3% (53·6 to 59·7) in the second quintile (table 1) , which are similar to the percentage declines in other quintiles. Because of the greater absolute decline in under-5 mortality rate in the poorest quintile than in the richest quintile, the difference between these quintiles decreased significantly from 72·0 (90% UI 67·7 to 76·5) deaths per 1000 livebirths in 1990 to 57·4 (53·9 to 61·1) in 2000, and 33·2 (29·9 to 37·6) in 2016. Similarly, the absolute disparity in under-5 mortality rate among all five quintiles, measured by the slope index of inequality, narrowed significantly over time and shifted closer to zero from -87·9 (90% UI -92·8 to -83·1) deaths per 1000 livebirths in 1990, to -70·3 (-74·2 to -66·3) in 2000, and -41·0 (-45·9 to -37·4) in 2016. The relative disparity between the poorest and richest under-5 mortality rates, however, remained similar; the ratio of under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile to fifth quintile was 2·03 (90% UI 1·94 to 2·11) in 1990, 1·99 (1·91 to 2·08) in 2000, and 2·06 (1·92 to 2·20) in 2016. The relative disparity across all quintiles, measured by the concentration index, also had minor fluctuations only between 1990 and 2016 (table 1). Under-5 mortality rate in the first and fifth quintiles in the 137 LMICs varied across regions over time (table 2, figure 3 ). In 2016, at the regional level, under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile ranged from 19·4 (90% UI 17·4 to 22·9) deaths per 1000 livebirths in eastern Europe and central Asia to 119·9 (104·3 to 141·6) deaths per 1000 livebirths in west and central Africa, and mortality in the fifth quintile ranged from 9·9 (8·6 to 12·0) deaths per 1000 livebirths in eastern Europe and central Asia to 59·8 (52·6 to 70·3) deaths per 1000 livebirths in west and central Africa. In 2016, the ratios of under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile to fifth quintile were found to be significantly above 2·00 in east Asia and Pacific (excluding China) at 2·49 (90% UI 2·15 to 2·87) and in south Asia at 2·41 (2·05 to 2·80). Eastern and southern Africa had the smallest ratio in 2016 of 1·62 (90% UI 1·48 to 1·76) and its concentration index was the closest to zero at -9·4 (-10·8 to -8·0) per 100 ( (table 2) , and the slope index of inequality was -12·0 (-15·2 to -9·6) deaths per 1000 livebirths (table 3) .
From 1990 to 2016 across all regions, under-5 mortality rate in the first and fifth quintiles decreased significantly. For both these mortality rates, based on point estimates, greater average, yearly, absolute declines were seen after 2000 than during 1990-2000 in eastern Europe and central Asia, eastern and southern Africa, and west and central Africa (table 2) . Because of substantial absolute declines in under-5 mortality rate in the first and fifth quintiles, the rates in 2016 were less than half of those in 1990 for all regions except for west and central Africa with a 47·5% (90% UI 37·2 to 54·6) decline in under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile. Absolute declines in 
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The first quintile is the 20% poorest quintile and the fifth quintile is the 20% richest quintile. *Difference between under-5 mortality rate in first and fifth quintile. †Ratio of mortality rate in first to fifth quintile. than in the first. On relative scale, the changes in the ratios of under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile to fifth quintile were significantly different from zero in two sub-Saharan African regions only: the ratios increased between 1990 and 2016 in eastern and southern Africa, and west and central Africa.
Our model suggested an inverse association between the ratio of under-5 mortality rate in the poorest quintile to richest quintile and national-level under-5 mortality rate ( figure 4) . The expected ratio of under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile to fifth quintile (derived from the expected third quintile-disparity ratios) is around 1·58 (90% UI 1·47-1·70) for high national-level under-5 mortality rate (>200 deaths per 1000 livebirths). The ratio increases to its maximum at 2·04 (90% UI 1·79-2·33) as national-level under-5 mortality rate decreases to around 20 deaths per 1000 livebirths ( figure 4) .
The results for country-year, quintile-specific, under-5 mortality rate and corresponding absolute and percentage declines for all quintile groups for each of the 99 LMICs with empirical data are in the appendix (pp 14-25). Generally, under-5 mortality rate was the highest in the poorest quintile and the lowest in the richest quintile, but exceptions exist. Specifically, the under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile was greater than 90% of the average of under-5 mortality rate in the first and second quintiles in 1990 for all 99 countries with data except for Chad and Niger. The under-5 mortality rate in the fifth quintile was less than 110% of the average of under-5 mortality rate in the fourth and fifth quintiles for all countries in 1990 and 2016. The country disparity ranks of slope inequality index and concentration index in 2016 roughly agree with the ranks by use of the difference between and ratio of the first and fifth quintiles (appendix pp 55-56), suggesting that disparities between the poorest and the richest households are informative of the disparities across all quintiles.
The absolute and relative disparities in under-5 mortality rate between the poorest and richest quintiles varied substantially among the 99 LMICs with empirical data. In 2016, the difference between under-5 mortality rate in the first and fifth quintiles and the ratio of under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile to fifth quintile varied substantially across countries (figure 5). The differences between the under-5 mortality rate in the first and fifth quintiles ranged from 2·8 (90% UI 1·2-4·2) deaths per 1000 livebirths in Belarus to 82·6 (56·0-116·4) deaths per 1000 livebirths in Nigeria (appendix pp 38-40). The ratios of under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile to fifth quintile ranged from 1·09 (90% UI 0·91-1·32) in Chad to 3·06 (2·32-3·99) in Peru. In 2016, nine countries (Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Iraq, Lesotho, Liberia, Niger, Sierra Leone, South Sudan, and Zimbabwe) had ratios less than 1·5. Among these countries, Chad, Iraq, and South Sudan also had small absolute differences between under-5 mortality rates in the first and fifth quintiles (<15 deaths per 1000 livebirths). 11 countries (Bolivia, Brazil, Cambodia, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Laos, Morocco, Peru, Philippines, and Turkey) had ratios above 2·5 in 2016. Of these 11 countries, all except Cambodia and Laos had ratios above 2·5 in 1990 as well (appendix pp 38-40). Among the 11 countries with the highest ratios in 2016, Bolivia, India, and Laos also had the largest absolute disparities, with under-5 mortality rate differing by more than 30 deaths per 1000 livebirths between the first and fifth quintiles (figure 5).
Discussion
Between the poorest and richest households from 1990 and 2016, the absolute gap in under-5 mortality rate has narrowed significantly and the difference in aggregated under-5 mortality rate halved for all LMICs (excluding China). The absolute declines in under-5 mortality rate in the poorest households in all regions were more than a third higher than those in the richest households. The relative difference between the poorest and richest under-5 mortality rates, however, remained similar between 1990 and 2016, with children in the poorest quintile being twice as likely to die before their 5th birthday compared with those in the richest quintile. Similarly, the disparity in Figure 4 : Overview of the average association between the ratio of under-5 mortality rate in the first to fifth quintiles and national-level under-5 mortality rate Observed ratios of first to fifth quintile mortality rate are plotted against decreasing national-level under-5 mortality rate (grey dots) and the model results of the average association between ratios of first to fifth quintile mortality rate and national-level under-5 mortality rate are in red. Curve is point estimates. Shaded area is 90% uncertainty intervals. under-5 mortality rate across all quintiles decreased significantly on the absolute scale but remained approximately constant on the relative scale during 1990 and 2016. We provided estimates and UIs for quintile-specific under-5 mortality rate in 137 LMICs based on a statistical model. Our model results confirmed the empirical patterns from previous studies 12,29 that at high nationallevel under-5 mortality rate, the expected ratio of poor to rich under-5 mortality rate tends to be low. As the under-5 mortality rate at the national level decreases, the expected ratio tends to increase. The association confirms the inverse equity hypothesis 32 that small disparities are expected at high mortality because most of the population, including the richest households, have inadequate access to basic health care and services. The initial decrease in the national-level under-5 mortality rate is likely to be driven by a decrease in under-5 mortality rate among the richest households, who selectively benefit from improved access to resources. 33 Eventually, the poorer subpopulations catch up and when they do, experience faster reductions than the wealthiest subpopulations.
At the regional level, west and central Africa continued to have the highest quintile-specific under-5 mortality rate and one of the lowest ratios of under-5 mortality rate in the first quintile to under-5 mortality rate in the fifth quintile during 1990-2016. However, increasing relative dis parities have been observed in the region since 1990, as indicated by a significant increase in the ratio of under-5 mortality rate in the poorest quintile to richest quintile. As the aggregated under-5 mortality rate for all quintiles combined in this region decreased from 198·7 (90% UI 192·7-205·2) deaths per 1000 livebirths in 1990 to 94·7 (83·4-110·3) deaths per 1000 livebirths in 2016, 1 this ratio increased significantly. Because under-5 mortality rate is still high in many countries in this region, our model findings on the association between national-level under-5 mortality rate and the ratio of under-5 mortality rate in the poorest quintile to richest quintile suggest that relative disparities will possibly continue to increase after 2016, as national-level under-5 mortality rates further decrease. Policy interventions with an equity focus, which reach the most disadvantaged and vulnerable children, might help to change these trends. Efforts are needed to reduce high mortality across quintiles as well as address the increasing relative disparities in west and central Africa.
In south Asia, the large disparities in absolute and relative scales were mainly driven by results from India because its population size is the largest among all countries in the region. India's national-level under-5 mortality rate decreased from 125·8 (121·8-130·2) deaths per 1000 livebirths to 47·4 (38·8-47·3) deaths per 1000 livebirths between 1990 and 2016. 1 In our study, India was identified as a high disparity country on absolute and relative scales. A further breakdown by smaller age groups can help to better understand the persisting high disparity in under-5 mortality rate in India. A previous study 34 showed that in India during 1992-2006, relative disparities in mortality between the first and third years of life increased, whereas the inequality of mortality in the first year of life decreased.
Several major improvements and advantages in the data processing and modelling approach were used in this study. We calculated under-5 mortality rate by wealth quintile with an equal number of births in each quintile. This procedure has the benefit of providing a stable estimate of under-5 mortality rate for the richest quintile, since more births fall inside this quintile than when the standard method is used. The approach differs from the conventional way of deriving quintiles using data from Demographic and Health Surveys 23, 35 and Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys, in which the number of household members are the same in each quintile. The statistical model incorporates the association between national-level under-5 mortality rate and expected third quintile-disparity ratios. The model did reasonably well in validation exercises in which data were left out at random and at the end of the observation period (appendix pp 9-10). The results suggested that the model-based estimates were unbiased and UIs were conservative (containing the left-out observations more often than expected), hence suggesting that the approach worked well to construct estimates for country-years with missing information.
One of the main limitations of our study is due to the nature of the data used: we used household assets at the time of the survey as a proxy for household economic status. The household characteristics recorded in surveys only reflect the condition at the time of the interview, whereas the mortality data recorded a period before the survey was done. Additionally, although the set of assets and amenities were tailored in each survey to represent conditions in each country at a specific time, variation within each country might in some cases not be covered adequately. The principal component approach used to construct the wealth indices is also not guaranteed to accurately assign low scores to a country's poorest households. This limitation might explain our finding that mortality rate in the poorest quintile is lower than mortality rate in richer quintiles for a subset of countryyears, hence reflecting problems in the index rather than reflecting lower mortality rate among the country's poorest populations. Finally, the fact that the wealth index is country specific implies that absolute countryperiod specific differences in economic status between the poorest and wealthiest quintiles vary. 36 This limitation is not restricted to the analysis of disparities based on wealth indices-an income-based or consumption-based relative index would face similar problems because of different consumption patterns and prices within and between countries as well as over time. If interest lies in the estimation of cross-country differences in mortality rate associated with absolute differences in wealth, measures such as a proposed predicted absolute income measure based on households' asset rank, national consumption, and inequality levels 36 can be used. However, any analysis based on absolute differences would not provide a standardised assessment of relative within-country disparities as done in this study.
The second main limitation in our study is data availability: we did not have data for 38 of 137 countries, and data at lower under-5 mortality rates and for more recent years are scarce. The absence of data for 38 countries results in model-driven estimates for those countries. The disparity pattern in these countries might differ from what the model suggested. For this reason, we did not present the country-specific estimates of under-5 mortality rate by wealth quintile for the 38 countries without any empirical data. We presented aggregated results based on all 137 countries, as opposed to results based on the 99 counties with data, to communicate our best estimates and related uncertainty on all LMICs (excluding China). The aggregated results are mainly driven by the 99 countries with available data as they accounted for 97% of all under-5 deaths in the 137 LMICs during 1990-2016. A comparison of the aggregated results based on the 99 countries with empirical data and the results based on the 137 LMICs is given in the appendix (pp 57-65). This comparison shows that the overall and regional ratios of quintile-specific to national-level under-5 mortality rate based on the 137 and 99 countries are approximately the same across quintiles over time. The aggregated quintile-specific under-5 mortality rates based on the 137 countries are slightly lower than those based on the 99 countries with empirical data, since countries without data tend to be countries with lower national-level under-5 mortality rates than those countries with data.
Because data are scarce on low levels of national under-5 mortality rate (<20 deaths per 1000 livebirths), estimates for the country-years corresponding to those levels were more uncertain and largely based on model extrapolation. Data for countries without information on disparities at low mortality are needed to assess the country-specific situations. Finally, most of the countries with data only have a small number of datapoints. Data are also limited in the most recent period; this study only contains 41 datapoints from 38 countries with reference year from 2010 onward. Extrapolations using past trends were used to derive trends in the most recent years. Efforts are needed to collect reliable, disaggregated, and timely data to better understand trends in mortality disparities.
Despite data limitations, validation exercises (appendix pp 9-10) suggest that our model-based estimates provide valuable information past the most recent datapoint. Point estimates are expected to be unbiased (we expect that the median difference between future observations and current estimates is equal to zero) and UIs are generally expected to be wide enough to convey the uncertainty of the estimates. In those countries where the model projections differ most from the truth (which will become clear with future data collection), we expect that future observations are likely to be less than the UIs. In those countries, observations will indicate less disparity than suggested by the model projections. This validation result suggests that use of the model-based projections presented in this study will not result in the undesirable situation whereby an underestimation of disparities results in lack of action to try to improve disparities.
In our study, we did not incorporate quintile-specific adjustments to reduce the bias associated with retrospective data in countries with high prevalence of HIV. Instead, we assumed that the observed ratios of quintilespecific to national-level under-5 mortality rates provide unbiased information of the true ratios. This assumption might result in the underestimation of the relative burden of HIV/AIDS-related deaths in children in the poorest quintiles. Additionally, we were not able to consider potential variation of reporting errors across quintiles because of the scarcity of information on the quintile-specific occurrence of such errors.
Our study provides a systematic assessment of under-5 mortality rate by wealth quintile for all LMICs (excluding China) and highlighted that the relative gap in child survival between the poorest and richest populations has remained constant during 1990 and 2016. Policy makers should not only acknowledge the progress made in child survival for the poorest subnational population across LMICs (excluding China), but also address the continued existence of within-country disparities and call for greater action to truly close the gap. Identification of patterns of inequity in under-5 mortality rate in countries is crucial for programming and planning.
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